How to Maintain Your Wooden
Serving Bowl So it Lasts a Lifetime
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Wooden bowls, boards and utensils are a safe and beautiful
material in any kitchen. . Wood is naturally antibacterial so
cleansing and sanitizing these items occasionally helps control
the amount of bacteria that can grow on the wood. The porous
surface of wood actually deprives the bacteria of the warmth
and moisture needed to survive and bacteria actually die on the
surface within seconds.
ROUTINE SEASONING
Seasoning any wood product which you use for preparing or serving food is essential to
keeping them in tip-top condition. When you first buy a wooden bowl or cutting board,
you shouldn't have to season it. The product should already have been properly seasoned
by the company that made it. If you find the bowl starts to look dull, it might need some
seasoning. We recommend using a quality product such as CLAPHAMS BEESWAX
SALAD BOWL FINISH.
CLAPHAMS is suitable for all things wooden in the kitchen. The finish protects the wood
and gives it a soft lustrous shine. It is suitable for salad bowls, butcher blocks, cutting
boards and wooden spoons.
Apply the finish thinly with your hand, cloth or paper towel. It may take some time to dry
depending on the temperature and humidity of your home or workshop, but the piece
can be used immediately. When dry, buff to a light shine and ENJOY. Re-apply when the
piece looks dry.
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ROUTINE UTENSIL MAINTENANCE
Many people are a bit too careful when it comes to cleaning and using their serving
bowls. Sometimes they avoid soaking them in water or are afraid to scrub them
vigorously with soap and water. Bowls and utensils that are not cleaned properly take on
a sticky texture.
How do you clean your wooden utensils? . First immerse the bowl or wood item in warm
water with dish soap. Scrub the bowl (or item) with a scrubber sponge and then rinse
thoroughly with hot water. Dry the product off immediately with an absorbent dish
towel. If the exterior of the bowl still feels a little tacky or sticky when dried, scrub the
surface again in HOT water and dish soap, rinse thoroughly with hot water.
After the bowl has been allowed to air-dry for an hour or two, the interior or exterior may
seem a little dried out from the scrubbing. If so, use some fine steel wool (No. 0000) and
CLAPHAMS BEES WAX to VERY gently scrub the bowl inside and out. You can then buff
it with a soft, clean rag. The wood should end up with a nice glow. If your product is still
shiny, greasy or slippery to the touch you likely need to keep buffing it some more.

CLEANSING
Gentle hand washing is the best way to care for your woodenware.Never put a wooden
bowl in the dishwasher or soak them in water for too long. Long exposure to water may
cause splitting or cracking. Use warm water and mild soap to wash the surface. Never put
wood items in a microwave oven.

SANITIZING
Sanitizing wooden bowls and wood utensils helps to control bacteria growth. White
vinegar works very very well. Mix 1 part white vinegar with 5 parts water, wet the bowl
thoroughly and allow the solution to do its job for several minutes. Rinse the bowl with
warm water and let it air dry. You can also use a spray bottle with a 50-50 mix of white
vinegar and water, and spritz as needed, wiping off the excess with a clean paper towel.

SPECIAL OFFER:
VISIT https://www.matthewsstudio.ca/offer-page

GET a FREE PAIR OF BIRD-EYE MAPLE SALAD TONGS
When You order a 19-inch BURL SALAD BOWL
We’ll throw in a beautiful pair of food safe, custom-made
birdseye-maple salad tongs at no charge when you order
one of our gorgeous handcrafted 19-inch maple bowls.
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